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Product Name: Quirky - Props (Blue)

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: TGS2193

Quirky is a new type of socially developed product company founded with the vision of
making invention accessible. Quirky believes the best ideas in the world aren&#39t
actually in the world... they&#39re locked inside people&#39s heads. They exist to
solve that problem.
PRODUCTS INVENTED BY REAL PEOPLE LIKE YOU...BECAUSE REAL PEOPLE
KNOW WHAT&#39S UP
Quirky believes the best ideas in the world aren&#39t actually in the world...
they&#39re locked inside people&#39s heads. They exist to solve that problem.
Quirky’s community members, inventors and product “influencers,” ultimately share its
financial success with them. Headquartered in New York City, Quirky brings products
to the marketplace through interaction between its active online global community and
Quirky’s expert product design staff, bringing to life ideas from their earliest stages to
store shelves.
Below is a selection of their "Electronics & Power" products we have available.
PLUG HUB - Your Desk, Untangled
Keep your cords clean and concealed with Plug Hub, an under-desk cord management
station that hides your power strip and cords in one discreet unit.
Features
Three openings on the top of the unit direct your cords neatly to your power strip.
Three integrated cord anchors let you wrap up and hide longer cords.
Sit Plug Hub on its rubber bottom or on its back, or mount it to a wall.
Made from rigid plastic with a rubber “foot” on the bottom.
Charcoal, with a light blue base.
Product dimensions
3.5in x 10.5in x 9.5in
WRAPSTER - Wrangle the Tangle
With Quirky’s Wrapster, you can say good-bye to tangled earbud headphones — we’ve
created the ultimate cord management solution! The Wrapster’s unique design allows
you to wrap your cords vertically, which means more convenience and less bulk.
Features
Slim, modern, compact design – fits in your pocket!
Constructed from durable plastic.
Ear bud cords run through two separated side tubes and wrap around a central bar.
When cords are not wrapped up, Wrapster can serve as a stand to hold your Apple
iPhone in landscape mode.
PROPS - Drop The Beat, Not Your Buds
Keep up the tunes with Props! This simple and useful headphone keeper is designed to
keep your earbuds tethered to you, making them easily accessible when you want to
return to your musical oasis. Worn around the neck, Props extends like arms to your
earbuds, keeping them in place and in the vicinity of your ears. So, the next time you
snag your cord or remove your earbuds to speak with someone, they will be hanging
within reach.
Features
Tethers earbuds to the neck area
Length adjusting slider
Soft grip that won’t damage earphone cables
MANTIS - Let There Be Light
Let there be light! Mantis is a versatile clip-on task lamp that brightens your workspace,
with minimal interference to your surroundings.
Battery-operated and portable, it’s perfect for shining a light on your keyboard,
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bookshelf, worktable, or any other dark spot.
Plus, it kinda looks like a rocket ship. Beat that for awesome.
Features
Mantis includes two parts: a lamp and a clip.
Lamp
Functions either within the clip, or free-standing.
Two light settings: press once for high light and twice for low light.
11 bright LEDs provide illumination.
Two flip-out legs let Mantis stand up on any flat surface.
Rubberized end pieces prevent slipping.
Two AA batteries provide approximately 30 hours of light.
Automatically shuts off after two hours of use.
Clip
Allows light to rotate, so you can shine Mantis in any direction
Soft, non-slip pads for extra grip.
2.5" wide clamp allows attachment to most monitors, laptops, shelves, or tabletops.

Price: R82.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 28 July, 2014
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